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Book by Kelsey-Wood, Dennis

From BooklistWith cats now outnumbering dogs in the U.S. pet population, it's only right that
manuals on feline care proliferate. By no means should British editor (of Your Dog magazine)
and journalist Davis' reference be purchased as the one and only cat book; information from
specialized cat-fancy and veterinary associations are much more detailed in terms of, say,
characteristics of different breeds and symptoms of various illnesses. For the new cat owner,
though, she provides ample data in the tables and comparison charts, Q and A's, top tips, and
good color photographs. For instance, an upfront checklist in every chapter summarizes major
points to remember; the right environment, for instance, includes safe territory, sense of security,
personal space, toys to satisfy the hunting instinct, and so on. And an at-a-glance vacation
checklist. A sensitive introduction to America's top domestic animal. Barbara JacobsCopyright ©
American Library Association. All rights reserved
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Willie B, “Scottish Fold reading. This us a nice little book to provide information regarding the
breed of kitty, named a Scottish Fold. These little ones are loveable and adorable. They are
bright and loving in return. The book provides some insight, and I would recommend it to
anyone who has a SF kitten.”

Aprillikes2win, “good info. helpful book”

jma1123@aol.com, “Outstanding Photos. This book had some of the best pictures I have seen
of Scottish Folds. The text was informative and educational but it is the photos which catch your
eye. They are done with a high gloss finish and are really beautiful. The book contains
information on basic care only and touches only lightly on some topics.If you are seriously
interested in the Scottish Fold, cat there are other books which would provide more information,
however, if you just want to admire the beauty of the breed, I highly recommend this book. In
paperback, it is not expensive and the photos are as nice as the  hardcover version.”

The book by Tracy Jamar has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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